
September 8, 2022 
 
Civil Rights Tour Frequently Asked Questions: (these will be updated as the plans evolve) 
 
 

1. Will masks be required on the bus? 

 
Mask requirements are unknown at this time because we don’t know where we will 

be with Covid next spring. 
 

2. Is there Wi-Fi on the bus? 
 

There is Wi-Fi on the bus but coverage may be spotty depending on where we are at 
any given time.  

 

3. What is the schedule for when people should plan to arrive in Atlanta and depart 
from Memphis? Need to know about when shuttles will take place so appropriate 

flights can be researched. 
 

The tour company typically arranges for one evening shuttle from the airport to the 
hotel in Atlanta.  We don’t know the exact timing of this as of now. If the shuttle time 

doesn’t work with your flight schedule, there are always other options such as uber, 
local shuttles, etc. As we get closer to the time of departure, we will know more.  
 
We leave Memphis for the airport for our return flights at about noon. Some folks 
may choose to stay another night (at their own cost) to get a timelier flight.  

 
4. What are the names of likely hotels we will be staying in? 

 
We don’t know for sure right now. But in the past the tour company has used Fairfield 
Inn in Fairburn, GA, Fairfield Inn in Montgomery, AL, Fairfield Inn in Birmingham, AL, 

Holiday Inn Express, Olive Branch in Memphis, TN.  
 

5. What is the pace for seeing the sites? We don’t want to feel rushed but need to 
balance that with allowing us to see all the sights. 

 
In most cases we will have 1-2 hours at each site. 

 
6. Are there food options for those who are vegan, vegetarian, or gluten free? 

 

Vegetarian and gluten free options are readily available. Vegan may be a bit more 
challenging but can be managed.  

 
 



7. Is a meal provided on Monday night upon arrival?  
 

No. Included meals begin Tuesday morning.  
 

8. Will CST provide travel insurance options?  
 

CST will not be providing insurance options, but it is recommended.  You may want to 
check your credit card company or there are numerous travel insurance companies 

available online.  
 

9. Will the group travel together (flights, air transportation, hotel shuttles)? 
 

We are not specifically planning to all travel together, but likely many of us will be on 
the same flights. As we get nearer to our departure date, we can try to arrange SFO 

airport shuttles. 

 
10. Will CST help find , for single travelers, others who may want to share a room? 

 
Yes. We are happy to connect any single traveler wishing to share a room with others 

in a similar situation.  
 

 
 
 
 


